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Five-fold cross-validation on the PhysioNet data set resulted in an ICC(2,1) of 0.59, AUPRC score of 0.45, and on the hidden test set the AUPRC score was 0.45.

**Conclusion:** Effectively scoring arousals automatically is important, as manual scoring of arousals is time consuming and difficult. The automatic analysis from the clinical data set showed better results than reported from manuals scoring. The PhysioNet dataset showed lower validation score due to the lower quality of the signals and the manual scoring. Implementing automatic arousal scoring into a commercial software will make new analysis available to the clinic.

**Support (If Any):** This work was supported by the Icelandic Centre for Research under the Icelandic Student Innovation Fund and the Horizon 2020 SME Instrument number 733461.
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**Introduction:** Polysomnographies (PSG) electroencephalographic (EEG) records contains many relevant information unused in clinical processes. Algorithms commonly used in machine learning can help us identify the most important features used by models in classification problems. The objective is to compare the efficiency of EEG Rapid Eye Movement (REM) and Non-Rapid Eye Movement (NREM) sleep features from PSG in the detection of chronic insomnia between control records.

**Methods:** 299 PSG have included: 54 controls subjects and 245 chronic insomniacs. Spectral power of the EEG central derivation (C3-M2) have been extracted then divided into 0.5 Hertz (Hz) bands from 0.5 Hz to 40 Hz with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for each REM and NREM 30 seconds sleep epochs. Bands powers have been normalized by dividing by the broadband (0.5-40Hz) power. For each PSG, average power for each band have been computed for REM and NREM epochs. A few algorithms, including linear support vector machine (SVM) and random forests, have been trained, firstly with NREM, then with REM features to detect chronic insomnia diagnosis. Global performance have been estimated with a Cohen Kappa (CK) test on a data subset, unused during training (train/test split 0.7, Bootstrap method). Individual importance of each feature have been estimated with the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC).

**Results:** SVM is better at chronic insomnia detection with REM features than with NREM features (CK > 0.89). REM bands between 3-6Hz have the highest ROC AUC of all the features (>0.9).

**Conclusion:** EEG spectral domain features from REM sleep are better to diagnose chronic insomnia than spectral domain features from NREM sleep. Differences appeared in specific REM sleep brain oscillations between controls and chronic insomniacs.
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**Introduction:** Manual analysis of nocturnal polysomnograms (PSGs) is still the standard in sleep laboratories. The process is time-consuming and prone to subjective interpretation of scoring rules and scorer fatigue. Recent developments in deep learning algorithms have shown promise for micro-event detection in PSGs. We propose a modification to the recently published DOSED algorithm that can be utilized for detection of arousals, respiratory events and leg movements, and can also automatically annotate start and duration of these events.

**Methods:** We collected event data from 1000 PSG studies in the public MESA database. Central EEG, left/right EOG and chin EMG; thoraco-abdominal belts, nasal pressure/flow, oxygen saturation and snore microphone; and leg EMG data were used to detect arousals; obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), central sleep apnea (CSA), and hypopnea events; and leg movements (LM), respectively. Briefly, the applied deep learning model consists of an initial spatial filtering layer followed by eight blocks of convolutional layers for feature extraction. Two types of classification layers were used to 1) detect the presence or absence of any type of event, and 2) automatically determine start times and duration of predicted events. The model was trained using 400 PSGs studies validated on 100 PSGs and subsequently tested on 500 PSGs.

**Results:** Overall F1, precision and recall scores for arousal event detection were 0.712, 0.721, and 0.703, respectively, while the same metrics for OSA, CSA and hypopnea detection were 0.629, 0.546, 0.743; 0.328, 0.386, 0.284; and 0.47, 0.385, 0.604, respectively. LM detection yielded poorer performance with overall F1, precision and recall of 0.29, 0.226, and 0.402, respectively.

**Conclusion:** Preliminary results indicate that a concurrent detection model can detect and annotate with start and stop multi-variate events in the nocturnal polysomnogram, although more work in a larger cohort is needed in order to improve LM and CSA detection. However, this is a positive step towards an all-purpose sleep analysis algorithm.
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